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«Любите ли вы путешествовать?»

 “Do you like travelling?”



Introduction
It’s no secret that all people like travelling. Some of them do it for 
business purposes. Many people do it for relaxation or for educational 
purposes. 
For travel, people choose completely different places, but there are 
those countries that have become the most popular places among 
travellers. During your stay in these places, you need to be careful with 
the locals and follow their traditions to make your trip more 
comfortable. 

Now, I will talk about several of the most popular countries and the 
traditions that exist in these territories. This will help you to be prepared 
for a variety of situations.



The most popular countries 
for tourism 

❖  France

❖  Spain

❖  China



France

 France is rich in history and culture, its symbol is the Eiffel Tower.



✔ In France you shouldn’t adjust your makeup on the street.

✔ When in France, don’t dress “American Casual”.

✔ When you enter or leave the store you should say “Hello” or “Goodbye”.



Spain

Spain is a country of new discoveries and amazing experiences.



In Spain you shouldn’t:
✔ show that you are unhappy,
✔ wear beachwear off the beach,
✔ travel without a ticket.



China

In China, the scale is in everything: the Great Wall of China and a terracotta army with 8,000 

soldiers, a tea ceremony for half an hour, hundreds of dishes of the Chinese cuisine.



✔ Before going to China, learn Chinese because few people know English there.

✔ Do not pay in dollars.

✔ Do not stick sticks in the food.



Conclusion

To conclude, if you want to spend a 
wonderful weekend abroad, you need to know 
the rules of behavior in different countries. 
This will help you build good relationships. 
This knowledge is necessary in an unfamiliar 
environment.



Quiz



1.Choose the wrong answer
The list of the most popular countries 
includes:
❑  China

❑  North Korea

❑  Spain



2.What shouldn’t you do in France? 

❑  Adjust your makeup

❑  Exercise on the street

❑  Speak English

 



3. What shouldn’t you do in Spain? 

❑  Show that you are happy

❑  Show that you are unhappy

❑  Sing



4.What is better to do before going to China?

❑  Learn Chinese

❑  Buy Chinese food

❑  Write about the trip



Thank you for your 
attention!
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